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The concept of a circuit basis for a matroid is introduced, as an algorithmically 
rapid way of determining several characteristics of a given matroid. It is used 
to give a short search for planarity in graphs, and also to begin the answer to a 
question of G.-C. Rota about “dependency among dependencies.” A circuit 
basis for a matroid is a least set of circuits which will generate all the circuits of 
the matroid by repeated use of symmetric differences of cells. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In large areas of finite mathematics, the objects of discourse are subject 
to more manipulation and are currently cast in a less algebraic form, than the 
objects of much of the rest of mathematics. Matroid theory in particular has 
need of a notational system which will conserve space and afford easy 
communication. Although much of the strongest theoretical work done in 
this area is done with the concept of incidence matrices, there are few things 
as difficult to use in actual construction as an incidence matrix. 
The circuit basis of a binary matroid, however, is efficient to find, is easy 
to use in construction, easy to proofread, and is surprisingly easy to use in 
theoretical manipulations as well, since it displays the essential structure of 
the matroid. In order to define the circuit basis, we first briefly review the 
necessary material about matroids. In Section 3, we apply the concept of 
circuit basis to answer a question of G.-C. Rota by developing derived binary 
matroids. Section 4 is a description of some of the properties of this derivative 
and we finish with a set of related questions about circiut bases and derived 
matroids. For general definitions, see [3]. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
There are many ways of approaching the concept of matroid. In practice, 
the irresistible attraction of cryptomorphy for combinatorialists has led to a 
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situation in which the phrase “elements of the matroid” is interpretable in 
five contradictory manners. Table I is a list of the current structures most 
commonly regarded as part of a matroid. For a brief discussion of their 
relationships, see Brylawski [l]. 
In this paper, a matroid M will be a set S = S(4) together with all of the 
(equivalent) structures listed in Table I. Each structure, or family of subsets 
of S, has its script capital; any member of a family is labeled by the capital 
letter corresponding to its family. (For example, B is a basis, and 93 is the 
collection of all bases of A.) For each subset A of S, the matroid obtained by 
deleting the members of A is denoted by d[A] and the matroid obtained by 
TABLE I 
Matroid A on the Set S 
V = V(A) the circuits of A 
D = S(.-@ the bases of X 
9 = X(.X) the independent sets of .l 
.9 = .9(-K) the dependent sets of A 
P = S(A) the closed sets of .4 
‘ = ‘(4 the closure function of .A 
p = p(A) the rank function of 4 
contracting all of A is denoted by [A]&. For each family I, let X[A] and 
[A]% be the families ST(Jl[A]) and %([A].&). If A is a singleton set {s}, the 
brackets are omitted, thus the family of independent sets in the matroid 
obtained from & by contraction of the cell s is denoted [sly. For each cell s 
and for each family 5?, let 9?(r) = {XE Z: s E X> then, for instance, 
U[s] = % - G?(s). 
Since every binary matroid may be represented over the field of integers 
modulo 2, it is reasonable to consider their symmetric difference, 
C, i- Cz = (s: s E C, or s E C, but s 4 C, n C,]. 
It is easy to show that in a binary matroid C, + C, is always a disjoint union 
of members of W. 
DEFINITION. A circuit basis for a binary matroid & is a minimal collection 
x = {C, ,.*., C,J of circuits of 4 such that every circuit of 4 is a Kirchoff 
sum of elements of X. Clearly, all circuit bases for a given matroid have the 
same cardinality. 
As an example, the set of boundaries of finite faces in a planar graph G 
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is a circuit basis for all the circuits of G, since each circuit is (uniquely) the 
sum of the boundaries of the faces within it. A less obvious example is that 
the C(n, 3) triangles of K, , the complete graph on n vertices, are a circuit 
basis. Since there are 
such circuits, this is quite efficient. Moreover, the bond matroid of K, is also 
the lattice of partitions of (1, 2,..., n}, so this is useful. 
3. AN APPLICATION 
At the Bowdoin College Summer 1971 NSF Conference on Combinatorics 
which has proved so influential in determining the current course of combi- 
natorial thought, Gian-Carlo Rota posed the following questions: 
The minimal dependent sets of vectors in a space V may be regarded as 
vectors in a derived space SV over the same field by using the vectors of I/ 
as a basis for 6V. Can this same sort of process be applied to the dependent 
sets of a matroid & to investigate the “dependencies among dependencies”? 
If so, what properties does &4’, the derived matroid, possess? 
This section gives a very qualified yes for the answer to the first question, 
and the next section begins the answer to the second question. 
DEFINITION. Given a binary matroid J? with circuits q = VT(&), define 
ZLH to be the set V with the relation of dependency induced by a circuit basis 
for .,4X. Thus, a dependent set in &#I is any collection of circuits of JI having 
a nonvoid subcollection with empty symmetric difference. 
LEMMA. With the above definition, 6A is a binary matroid. 
Pro05 Clearly, .Q(6&) is closed under supersets. We must show that if 
C E %(&) is in the intersection of distinct minimal dependent sets D and D* 
of +U) then D ** = (D u D* - {C}) is in ~(8JY). Since D and D* are 
minimal, the sum over all circuits in D is empty, as is the sum over all circuits 
in D*. By adding C in again on both sides, the sum over D - {C} is {C}, 
as is the sum over D* - {C}. But then the sum over both D - {C} and 
D* - {C} is empty. Since they are distinct, this means D** is dependent. 
The lemma shows that 6 is, in the binary case, a concrete realization for 
the concept of “dependency among dependencies.” When Rota asked for 
the realization, he intended one which would cover all combinatorial 
geometries, but some other approach will be necessary for the nonbinary 
cases. The obvious extension of this definition to matroids representable 
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over a field of characteristic p is by taking minimal dependent sets of circuits 
to be those in which every edge occurs some multiple of p times. Although 
this does indeed produce a matroid, it is not clear that the process is worth 
while, since Piff and Welsh [2] have shown that if a transversal matroid &I 
can be represented over a finite field, then J? can be represented over ail 
fields of sufficiently large cardinalities. But then there is no choice for p for 
an arbitrary matroid as obvious as the choice of 2 for binary matroids. 
Fortunately, as far as applications go, binary matroids seem to be the really 
significant class of matroids. 
A convention that has proved useful is to use the name O-circuits (or O-cells) 
for the circuits (or c$s) of J&‘, and the names k-circuits (or k-cells) for the 
circuits (or cells) of @J.@ = S(Sk-l&). 
4. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE PREVIOUS SECTION 
(1) It is clear that 6 removes isolated edges, and turns isolated circuits 
into isolated edges, as well as distinguishing among more complex forms of 
dependency. 
(2) A separator of &! is a nonempty subset T _C S such that every 
circuit of &’ which intersects T is a subset of T. 
PROPOSITION. Zfa subset T _C S is a separator of A’ then 6T = S(d[S - Tj) 
is a separator of &A?. 
Proof. Let T separate &% and let K = {C, ,..., C,} be a l-circuit. Thus 
c r ,..., C, are O-circuits and C, + ... + C, = or, but every nonempty proper 
subset of K has nonempty sum. If K is not a subset of ST, we may assume that 
C, is not in 6T. Since T is a separator of M, we know C, is a subset of S - T. 
Since K has empty Kirchoff sum, every edge in C, occurs in some other 
circuit of K, say Ci . Since some edge of each C, is in S - T, all of each Ci is 
in S - T. If C, and these Ci are not all of K, then the sum over them is not 
empty, since K is minimal, so the argument may be repeated as often as 
necessary. But then K _C S - T, so each circuit of K is a subset of S - T, 
and is therefore a l-cell. But then 6T separates 64. 
The converse need not hold. Let ~5’ consist of a 3-bond and any other 
matroid M; take T to be JV and one edge of the 3-bond. Certainly, T does 
not separate &, but 6T = &M separates SM. On the other hand, if & t Jlr 
is the matroid having the cells and circuits of both &? and JV then 
6(.&Z + JV) = &@Y + 6Jlr when & and JV are disjoint. 
(3) The rank function of &4? is unrelated to the rank function of -4’. 
For example, the graph G consisting of two squares with a common side has 
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rank 5, while the 3-bond has rank 1, yet both have the triangle (of rank 2) 
as derived matroid. This example also trivially illustrates one of the important 
uses of the circuit basis, the determining of “essentially” alike matroids. 
Topologically, G and the 3-bond are not distinguishable. Thus, the circuit 
basis affords the practical application of being an efficient method for 
determining when two electrical networks are essentially the same, even 
though they may not be graph isomorphic. Since graph isomorphism is 
very time-consuming to determine, it is good to have such an efficient bypass. 
It is however only a bypass, not a “good characterization” in the sense of 
Edmonds. 
(4) An efficient technique for generating a circuit basis from one B of 
B’(&‘) is to add in the cells in S - B one at a time. Since B is a maximal 
independent set, B u (e} contains a circuit C. Clearly, e is in C. If there were 
also a different circuit D, then C u D - (e} would contain a circuit, but 
C u D - {e} is a subset of B, so C is unique. As an example, consider Z& 
which has edges ij for k = 0,2,4 and j = 1, 3, 5. One base is the set 
B = (01,03,05,23,45). Adding the edges 21, 25, 41, 43 in that order 
produces the circuits C, = (01,03,23,21), C, = (03,05,23,25), C, = 
{Ol, 05, 45,413, C, = {03,05,45,43}, and it is easy to see that L%?,., := 
{C, , C, , C, , C,} is a circuit basis for Z&. 
The most efficient technique for generating a basis can be combined with 
this to give a circuit basis quite rapidly. To generate a basis, at each stage, 
one has an independent set I, a list L of extraneous edges and a list A of 
independent circuits, one for each edge in L. If ZV L + S, select e not in 
Z v L. If Z u (e> is independent, it becomes the new Z and A and L stay the 
same. If Z u {e} is dependent, there is a unique circiut C in Z u (e), which 
contains e and no member of L. Z stays the same, the new L is L u {e) and 
the new A is A u {Cj. 
(5) To generate a circuit basis when given W. As in (4), lists are set up. 
Given %?, we only need two lists, namely, A of independent circuits and R of 
dependent circuits. Pick any pair C, and C, of V to initialize A, and let R 
be all of the circuits in C, + C, . Since C, + C, is a disjoint union of 
circuits, this part is very rapid. At each stage, if A = {C, , C, ,...> and 
R = {C;, Cl ,...I, take %? from %7 - (A u R) and let the new A be 
{Cl ,‘..? C, , C} and the new R be the old R as well as all the circuits in C, + C 
and in CJ + C. Using R this way avoids having to try to nest an undetermined 
number of loops, since the search for circuits always takes place at the same 
level. 
(6) A circuit basis for K5 is L%$ = {[(ub), (UC), (bc)]: 1 < a < b < c < 51, 
and a circuit basis for Z& is %,,, described in (4), so that one may determine 
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the planarity of a graph given in terms of its circuits V by checking V for the 
inclusion of copies of S5 or X& , which is much faster than checking for all 
the homeomorphisms of KG or K3,3, particularly when the graph is large. 
5. QUESTIONS 
During the course of the research for this paper, many questions of varying 
difficulty and importance arose. There is no attempt here to rank them. 
Question 1. What effect does 6 have on the flats of a combinatorial 
geometry? On the dual? 
Question 2. How many different (nonisomorphic) binary matroids are 
there with a circuit basis of n elements ? 
Question 3. When does 6.M = A? When is there a matroid JV for which 
SX = A? If ak+lA = &Sk&), when can akA = PM? 
Question 4. If A is the 3-bond, then &4Z is the 3-gon, PM is a single cell 
and a3A is empty. Characterize those A for which SkA can eventually be 
empty. 
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